Tweet Trajectory and AMPS-based Contextual Cues can Help Users Identify Misinformation
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Well-intentioned users sometimes enable the spread of misinformation due to limited context about where the information originated and/or why it is spreading. Building upon recommendations based on prior research about tackling misinformation, we explore the potential to support media literacy through platform design. We develop and design an intervention consisting of a tweet trajectory—to illustrate how information reached a user—and contextual cues—to make credibility judgments about accounts that amplify, manufacture, produce or situate in the vicinity of problematic content (AMPS). Using a research through design approach, we demonstrate how the proposed intervention can help discern credible actors, challenge blind faith amongst online friends, evaluate the cost of associating with online actors, and expose hidden agendas. Such facilitation of credibility assessment can encourage more responsible sharing of content. Through our findings, we argue for using trajectory-based designs to support informed information sharing, advocate for feature updates that nudge users with reflective cues, and promote platform-driven media literacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The advent of new media technologies have made it possible for online accounts to engage in spreading and even manufacturing information of questionable credibility [47, 60, 89]. Often, such a spread occurs as users are unable to effectively assess the credibility of the source or they lack the complete context and reason behind the spread of the information. One such example includes the amplification of false information that paid protestors were being bused to
demonstrate opposition towards one of the Presidential candidates in 2016; social media users were unable to assess the credibility of the source account with a mere 40 followers and contributed to sharing the posted content about 16k times on Twitter and 350k times on Facebook \[58\]. The Covington Catholic High School controversy is another example in which a video with misleading framing about a faceoff between a Native American man and a group of high school boys got about 2.5 Million views and more than 14k retweets \[92\]; the video, originally posted on Instagram with incomplete context, was popularized on Twitter in what was later identified as a deliberate attempt to spread the video by an account with misleading profile information that was subsequently suspended by Twitter \[27\].

Though efforts to detect amplification by bot accounts on these platforms may be useful \[85\], they do not address the perhaps more prominent role—as we see in these cases—of real human Twitter accounts in disseminating misinformation. How can we (as researchers and designers) empower users of online media platforms to thoughtfully engage and discern such problematic content from the larger pool of information—especially when sharing it. For example, the current retweeting scenario on Twitter \[1\] does not provide much insight (except the root, number of likes and number of replies) about the spread of the tweet.

![Fig. 1. Screenshot from Twitter about the retweeting scenario when a user considers sharing a tweet using the ‘Retweet’ or ‘Quote Tweet’. The platform provides little additional information on-hover about the context about the tweet.](image)

To address the emerging need of curtailing the spread of problematic content, social media platforms—that only displayed popularity metrics in their early days—started introducing warning labels \[54, 64, 93\]. Additionally, there has been a push to use automatically generated social signals to indicate if a Twitter account might have shared misinformation in the past \[44\]. Following recommendations from others \[18, 45\], here we explore the potential of supporting media literacy with platform design, i.e., giving users more contextual information about the content they see, including where it originated and who brought it to their attention, to help them make better decisions about whether to consume, engage with, or reshare that content. We advance the scholarship on social signals and propose that providing **Contextual Cues** based on an account’s recent online activity can provide insight into whether that account operates in good faith or not, and signal any potentially problematic behavior. Our chosen contextual cues provided participants with easy access to four types of information about a Twitter account: personal account-related information (e.g. account name, number of followers, etc.), account’s activity in the past four weeks (e.g., hashtags used, accounts retweeted, etc.), distribution of account’s activity (e.g, number of tweets, number of retweets, etc.) and age-distribution of other Twitter accounts that retweeted the account.

While the metrics to help users assess the merit of the content have evolved over some time, they have primarily focused on either the content or its initial source. Given the ease with which online accounts can share and make problematic content viral, we believe that these platforms should focus not only on the root (i.e. who authored the post/tweet) but also upon the actors involved in diffusing the content. Inspired by the concept of a trail \[30\], we propose
that exposing previously obscure accounts that popularized a tweet within the retweeting scenario—in addition to the known origin—along a Tweet Trajectory can help Twitter users to assess the credibility of the content in that tweet. Realizing the importance of different actors involved in spreading content, the proposed design of tweet trajectory consisted of the root account (that created the tweet) [66], a popularizer account (that popularized the tweet) [45], and a friend account (that may have liked the tweet, leading it into the feed of the user) [35, 84].

For guiding the choice of our contextual cues, we developed a framework to contextualize the different problematic behaviors exhibited by a Twitter account, i.e., amplify, manufacture, produce and situate in the vicinity of problematic content (AMPS). We designed an intervention consisting of a tweet trajectory (representing how the tweet came into the user’s feed) and AMPS-based contextual cues (indicating past behavioral information) about the accounts involved in the trajectory. We adopted a research through design approach [34, 97] for this research and interviewed 21 participants—who were diverse in their political alignment and life experiences—using the intervention that we personalized to their individual tweeting experience and environment. We then analyzed the data using an affinity-diagramming-based thematic analysis. The contributions of this work are:

(1) We propose a design intervention modeled after the novel concept of a tweet trajectory and AMPS-driven contextual cues to reimagine the retweeting scenario.

• By examining the concept of AMPS-based contextual cues: We demonstrate that exposing the tension between an account’s suggested purpose and recent activity is useful for users to judge the authenticity of that account. Such a judgment can be useful to assess the quality of information shared by online actors in the context of their online associations [31, 52] and/or any other contentious behaviors. For example, inferring health-related information shared by a journalist as credible and meant to inform vs inferring radical content circulated by a partisan account as questionable and meant to misguide.

• By examining the concept of a tweet trajectory: We demonstrate that designs that offer transparency about propagation of information can make users question their trust towards (inexpert) popularizers and (unfamiliar) friends that shared it, and make them reflective about the potential consequences of sharing it further. We use the findings to argue why resurfacing the role of institutional credibility obscured by the networked nature of social media [40, 63] can be useful to curtail the spread of misinformation.

(2) We suggest design recommendations for features that can provide users with reflective cues and help them become critical about their online feed and discern problematic content—including cases of mis/disinformation.

(3) The proposed intervention will guide future designs of intervention aimed at discerning misinformation and enable researchers to ask many interesting questions about facilitating credibility assessment and promoting media literacy within retweeting-like scenarios that need quick decision-making.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 The need for new media literacy initiatives

Online platforms like Facebook, Twitter, etc. have made it easier to spread misinformation or to engage in inauthentic online behavior [4, 47, 60, 79, 89]. Some of the notable examples include how Internet Research Agency—a Russian entity that is known to orchestrate influence operations online—accounts gained their following and manufactured disinformation on Twitter [23, 56, 94], how internet groups manipulated and propagated selective news frames that initially surfaced on 8chan [62], etc. In order to carefully navigate the potentially polarized and sometimes manufactured
information online, it is important for users to armor themselves with knowledge and skills to identify such inauthentic organized efforts [36] that are not uncommon to new media platforms.

While unpacking the meaning of new media literacy, Chen et al. (2011) argued that the move from traditional media literacy to new media literacy brings attention to users’ ability to not only understand media content at the functional level but also to evaluate, analyze and question their understanding of it critically [15]. For supporting users in being critical of what information they consume in their environment, Ukraine in 2015 administered the ‘Learn to Discern’ information literacy program as a response to the flood of misinformation produced by Russia in 2014 and found it effective to help users discern the reliability of sources when presented with conflicting information [39]. Such media literacy efforts unfortunately have often been understood and promoted to be an individual’s responsibility. As a matter of fact, the curriculum of the National Association for Media Literacy Education (USA) discusses five actions (Access, Analyze, Evaluate, Create, and Act) to be performed at an individual’s level to become a critical thinker [7, 50]. Brodsky et al. have also found short term improvements [10] in the adoption of fact-checking strategies online by introducing lateral reading techniques that involve reading quickly but from multiple sources [91].

To develop media literacy efforts that are useful to identify modern-day information machinations, it is important to realize the limitations of individual disconnected experiences and to define and implement them at the level of an organization, platform, and nation [11]. In this research, we demonstrate how platforms can support media literacy initiatives by incorporating some of the features that provide the background context in which information operates and help users think critically.

2.2 New media signals to assess information quality

Social media platforms in the earlier days focused on popularity metrics like the number of likes and shares to guide users about engaging with the online content [42, 43, 57]. To address the emerging need of curtailing the spread of problematic content, the design of these platforms evolved to include warning and corrective labels that provide additional context as considered appropriate by platforms [53, 54, 64, 88, 93]. Preemptive labels aimed at inoculation have been effective to make people aware how they can be misinformed thereby increasing their resilience to it [55, 73, 87]. Corrective labels while usually useful, sometimes are known to cause a backfire effect in the users who come across the labels, i.e., strengthen their belief towards the misconception that the label is trying to rectify [5, 70, 82].

To support everyday platform users contribute and guide the application of these labels, in 2021 Twitter introduced a community-based approach called Birdwatch [19, 71] so that users can add context to a tweet. Such labeling unfortunately has been found to support partisanship rather than promote fact-checking [2]. Automated algorithms trained on human-labeled data about credibility of tweets have at times rendered users unhappy as they disagreed with the credibility labels due to individual differences of what and whom they considered as credible [38].

The continued push to include automatically derived credibility signals given the advantage that it is difficult for users to fake them unlike their profile information has been successful to a good extent [24, 38, 49]. For example, using labels that reflect accuracy of headlines have been found effective towards reducing the sharing of false information [48]. Researchers have demonstrated that automatically derived nudges can be effective towards providing some context into the credibility of information [6, 44]. The platforms-driven labels unfortunately haven’t always been effective given that users have higher intent to consider verification as proposed by these nudges when they see that the message is congruent to their own ideologies [26]. In addition, these approaches are more suitable to the automatic way of thinking (over reflective) [12, 41] to support quick decision making. To help identify information machinations of a more
organized nature and preserve user agency, we believe that nudges that support reflective cues like the intervention that we propose can be more effective.

2.3 Information provenance, path and propagation

The source of information is considered to be one of the prime factors for assessing credibility of the content [46, 66]. Despite the challenges of identifying the information provenance and verifying its credibility for researchers and media platforms [20, 29, 79], cues about the source of information may not always be effective towards assessing content-credibility and detecting misinformation [21].

To benefit from other signals apart from information provenance, researchers have utilized diffusion-based metrics to help users assess credibility of the content [59, 72]. For example, Finn et al. developed a tool ‘Twitter trails’ to help users investigate a tweet of their interest if were be a potential rumor based on how it propagates within a social network [30, 65]. Shao introduced Hoaxy platform along similar lines to facilitate collection, detection and analysis of all incoming tweets to detect misinformation online [75]. While these platforms are extremely useful for assessing credibility, at present they are more suitable from an investigative perspective like that of a journalistic than for an every day social media user. Borrowing upon this concept, we introduce Twitter trajectories that illustrate the spread of information in a simpler fashion by highlighting specific actors involved in facilitating the spread of a specific piece of content from its source to the user.

Researchers are aware that information spreads online through a network [4, 78]. Network properties and behavioral features of propagation are useful for discerning misinformation from good information [67, 95]; e.g., witnessing simple characteristics of a Twitter account’s social network (e.g., information about followers and following) can assist users in making informed decision about sharing content from that account [90]. Our approach exposes the behavioral traits and offers a much richer insight into the social network of multiple actors involved in putting information out there.

3 DESIGNING THE INTERVENTION

We adopted a research through design (RtD) approach for this research [34, 96]. RtD is a research method that facilitates discovery of new knowledge using methods of design practice [96]. Researchers have demonstrated the use of such an investigative approach to discover how and why variations in a design can impact users’ affective and decision-making responses in different contexts [14], including that of misinformation [13, 77]. Along similar lines, we wanted to curate a set of cues that provide rich context about the spread of a tweet and encourage participants to explore how and why they could use such an intervention towards the credibility assessment of content when retweeting.

To help users understand the role of and context about different actors who are involved in spreading the information, we first came up with a framework that later guided our selection and design of the contextual cues. Next we chose the different actors to be shown in the trajectory that are important to explain how information reached a user while balancing the amount of information to be shown to a user. Our intervention consists of both the contextual cues and the tweet trajectory which we then use as a probe in the interview sessions. Given that a design intervention conveys a specific framing of the problem that we wish to explore, we note that knowledge generated through RtD is reflective of the functions and limitations of our intervention (as understood by the participants) [97] and as imposed by the researchers [25]. We now describe the process of designing the intervention—that we believe is novel, highly relevant to providing informational context, and extensible for other researchers to build upon [97].
Table 1. The proposed AMPS framework captures these four types of problematic behavior in which a Twitter account can knowingly or unknowingly participate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amplify</strong> problematic content</td>
<td>An account can bring more attention to problematic content by sharing it on their Twitter feed. For example, retweeting radicalizing tweets, content from polarizing accounts, or links from partisan media, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manufacture</strong> online dissent</td>
<td>An account can participate willingly in an inauthentic organized activity. For example, help to get an ambiguous tweet popularized out of context [92], partake in sponsored activities [33], etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Produce</strong> problematic content</td>
<td>An account can itself generate content that is harmful to the health of the online information space. For example, tweeting hateful speech or disinformation, using recent hashtags implicated in problematic activity, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Situ ate</strong> itself within a problematic network</td>
<td>An account can be in close proximity to accounts that participate in any of the above three behaviors. For example, develop close network ties with problematic Twitter accounts by following them directly or getting access to their content through a shared connection, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 AMPS framework and contextual cues

For identifying the best cues that signal problematic behavior of a Twitter account, four of the authors who were students enrolled in a technology-design University program participated in a brainstorming exercise. Borrowing from existing research and our own experiences, we conceptualized multiple possible cues—without subject to the feasibility of operationalizing it—that signal if a Twitter account could be considered problematic. Examples of such cues from existing research include retweeting excessively (over other activities like tweeting) as it can signal amplifying behavior or ‘pandering for social capital’ [9]; using hashtags that consist of hate can signal producing radicalized content [1].

During the generative brainstorming process, we came up with 46 different (but not necessarily exclusive) cues that we believed can be used as a proxy for problematic behavior. Examples ranged from cues that are based on the tweet-content (using incendiary language, using recently adopted hashtags, tagging multiple popular people in their comments to grab attention etc.) to cues that are based on account-connections (following and/or retweeting from newly created accounts, exclusively following only highly popular/political accounts etc.). The exercise also surfaced the need for cues that should capture highly specific behaviors like creating a dedicated Twitter account to mirror the behavior of the parent account that it intends to mirror, only being active during polarizing events etc.

To make the most out of the RtD exercise and discover a wide range of insights, we intended to select a subset of these 46 cues such that they represent several problematic behaviors (as opposed to only one). Accordingly, we clustered the different cues based on the problematic behavior about which they offered insight. We then chose some cues from each of the four clusters described in Table 1. The AMPS framework characterizes four kinds of problematic behaviors—amplifying problematic content, manufacturing organized inauthentic behavior, producing problematic content, situating itself within a problematic network.

With a focus on operationalizing the different cues (corresponding to the four problematic behaviors discussed above) based on the information publicly available on Twitter, researchers then collectively discussed the feasibility of the cues that emerged during the brainstorming exercise. For example, displaying the two most frequently used hashtags used by an account seemed more feasible than displaying the two most hateful hashtags used by that account given the
Table 2. The different contextual cues that we included in the cue cards based on the recent 4 weeks of account activity using Twitter API v2. We also indicate the corresponding problematic behaviors from Table 1 that these cues intend to capture (A: amplify, M: manufacture, P: produce, S: situate).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cues in the intervention based on 4 weeks of activity of an account</th>
<th>Related behaviors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two most frequently used hashtags by that account</td>
<td>Produce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One hashtag used by that account along with another account that popularized it</td>
<td>Produce + Situate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two most retweeted accounts along with the frequency of retweeting them</td>
<td>Amplify + Situate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two most frequently shared domain names by that account</td>
<td>Situate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency distribution of account’s activity: tweets, quote tweets, retweets, &amp; comments</td>
<td>Amplify + Manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of other accounts by their Twitter age who retweeted this account</td>
<td>Manufacture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

variability in their subjective interpretation. We also discussed opportunities to add more context with each cue to help participants better contextualize the information. For example, including which Twitter account brought attention to a certain hashtag provided context into how that hashtag might be used by others on the platform. Similarly, including the frequency of how often another account was retweeted by a Twitter account conveys the strength of shared beliefs between those two accounts [8].

Table 2 describes the different cues that we decided to include in the intervention. For each identified cue, Table 2 also indicates the corresponding problematic behavior enlisted in Table 1. It is possible that each cue can provide a signal into multiple AMPS-based behaviors, e.g., hashtag can indicate what kind of content an account produces and what community it situates within. Figure 2 provides more insight into these cues that we included in the intervention.

Fig. 2. Representation of a cue card (center) that we showed to a participant. Each cue card is populated with contextual cues specific to the activity of the specific Twitter account in the 4 weeks just before the interview session. The details (left and right) about these cues are mentioned alongside the card. Note that each cue might provide a signal into one or more of the AMPS-based behaviors.
Once we identified the cues of our interest that could be fetched out of publicly available Twitter information, we followed an iterative design process to come up with a suitable prototype that balances the role, look, and difficulty of implementation of the prototype [97]. The final proposed design also benefited from feedback that we gathered through a user-research activity from five graduate students enrolled in a University-based technology-design program.

Aligned with the recommendations of Aspen Institute’s report ‘Commission on information disorder’—particularly about empowering users through digital interventions that give them the skills and context to safely navigate low quality [45]—we offer our participant automated cues out of readily available Twitter information that can provide the necessary context about the information with which users might be engaging. We believe the proposed cues bring attention to the much needed human aspects of information propagation [28], i.e., the personal motivations of why different accounts may post or share certain information.

3.2 Tweet trajectory

Finn et al. introduced the concept of Twitter trails that offers several visualizations to help users investigate how a particular story originated and then propagated within a social network through a series of tweets [30]. Following up on the concept of investigating information propagation and adapting it to quick-decision making that occurs in the retweeting scenario, we introduce a Tweet Trajectory 3 to demonstrate how a tweet could have reached the user’s Twitter feed. We particularly focus on Twitter accounts that were responsible for bringing widespread attention to the tweet (i.e., popularizers of that tweet) and accounts that serve as a connection between these popularizers and the user considering to retweet that information.

![Fig. 3. Our proposed “tweet-trajectory” consists of the root tweeter account, a popularizer account, and a friend account.](image)

We chose our first actor to be the known source of the tweet (root tweeter) given the established significance of source for online credibility assessment [35, 66]. Realizing the potential of top accounts with large number of followers in spreading content [17, 45], we chose our second actor to be a popularizer of that information. Given that users tend to trust online information more if it is shared by one of their friends [35, 84], we chose an individual-user’s online friend as our third actor along the trajectory. By situating the proposed trajectory-based intervention within the retweeting scenario itself, our approach benefits from the realization that users tend to skip investigating the credibility of online content given the need for extra effort [35]. By displaying the AMPS-based contextual cues in a trajectory, our intervention (Figure 4) aims to help users identify and understand specific manipulation tactics—which is a critical requirement of new media literacy [74].
4 STUDY

4.1 Participants

To encourage the discovery of a wide range of techniques that users employ when assessing the credibility of online content as facilitated by the AMPS-based cues and trajectory, we recruited participants that were diverse in terms of their political alignment and life experiences. To ensure such diversity, our recruitment survey asked interested participants about their trusted media channels that serve as their everyday source of information, level of education, and (urban or rural) neighborhood. The survey also asked participants about their Twitter handle to confirm if they had an active Twitter account for the last six months or more. Some prior experience with the Twitter platform was essential so that the participants can comprehend and reflect upon the information in the AMPS-based intervention.

We began posting the call for recruitment in multiple online spaces like Twitter (publicly accessible), Facebook (closed groups about specific media personalities), and SurveySwap. Given the asymmetrical political alignment of participants who expressed interest through these channels, we next posted the same recruitment survey on the MTurk platform [69]. Upon realizing that most of the interest from the Mturk platform included participants without active Twitter accounts, we next posted the recruitment survey in the Craigslist-volunteers’ section in several American cities that we adjusted according to the need for diversity of our participants.

We recruited 24 participants (out of 90 expressions of interest) that meet our inclusion criteria and helped to maximize variance in political alignment and life experiences. We sent the consent form with details about the research to these participants. Of these 24, three participants opted out, citing discomfort about sharing their thoughts on how and why they choose to retweet something on their Twitter feeds. Out of the 21 interviewee participants, 10 were living in an urban, 8 were living in a suburban, and 3 were living in a rural neighborhood. The median following of our participants was 472 (min: 99, max: 2990) and that of their followers was 369 (min: 16, max: 29990). Our participants, who ranged from 18 to 60+ years of age, referred to a diverse set of media sources for their trusted news including Washington Post, New York Times, Fox News, The Hill, MSNBC, and others. Table 3 describes participant characteristics in detail.

4.2 Personalizing the intervention for each participant

To encourage participants to discuss how they might employ the AMPS-based intervention in a retweeting scenario, we personalized the intervention to closely approximate their experience on Twitter.

Selecting the tweet: For every selected participant, we identified a possibly-contentious and relatively popular tweet which the participant had retweeted in the recent past (relative to the participant’s Twitter activity). To confirm that the participant did not see this tweet directly without the agency of other accounts, we ensured that the participant did not follow the Root tweeter.

Selecting popularizer(s): Using the Twitter API v2, we fetched the most recent 100 retweeters of the tweet. Out of these 100, we then selected 3 retweeters with the highest number of followers. We used these three popularizers in 3 unique tweet trajectories that we showed to the participants.

Selecting the friend: Once we selected the popularizers, we then chose a Twitter friend account—i.e., an account which follows the participant, and the participant follows it back—randomly out of the recent 5 accounts with whom the participant had any Twitter interaction (like, retweet, comment, quote tweet). We also confirmed that the friend account does not directly follow the Root tweeter, implying that it was only through some Twitter account that the friend came across the tweet.
Table 3. Characteristics of the interview participants as captured through a survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P#</th>
<th>Following/ Followers (count)</th>
<th>Age (yrs)</th>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Tweets/ Retweets (weekly)</th>
<th>Media sources (primary)</th>
<th>Regretted sharing a tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>1301/351</td>
<td>35-45</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>Buzzfeed, CNN, Haertz, TechCrunch, Seattle Times</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>461/611</td>
<td>35-45</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>BBC</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>1098/2474</td>
<td>35-45</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>WaPo, Washington City Paper, DC Line</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>1613/1265</td>
<td>35-45</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>NPR, Scientists, PBS, CNN, Health Experts, Journalists</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>201/121</td>
<td>25-35</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>Seattle Times, Trending topics</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>1360/487</td>
<td>35-45</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>NYT, The Hill, NPR, Journalists across outlets</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>434/366</td>
<td>25-35</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>WaPo, NYT, WSJ, Fort Worth Star-Telegram</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>478/369</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>No specific media sources, ACLU account on Twitter</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>1305/782</td>
<td>35-45</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>once</td>
<td>Fox News</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>342/899</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Some school</td>
<td>once</td>
<td>NYT, WSJ</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>173/29900</td>
<td>25-35</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>NYT, The Atlantic, WSJ, Quillette</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>99/16</td>
<td>45-60</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>Fox News, CNN</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>1334/438</td>
<td>35-45</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>Fox News, MSNBC</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>2990/2582</td>
<td>60+</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>MSNBC, CNN</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>121/41</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>once</td>
<td>Individuals I follow, Twitter news/trending</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>2555/2791</td>
<td>45-60</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>rarely</td>
<td>MSNBC</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>110/71</td>
<td>35-45</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>rarely</td>
<td>Fox News on Twitter</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>472/262</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>High school</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>CNN, Congress members, Twitter trending</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>450/91</td>
<td>25-35</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>once</td>
<td>Telesur English</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>256/175</td>
<td>25-35</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>Reddit news/trending</td>
<td>1+ times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>986/173</td>
<td>45-60</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>NPR, MSNBC, BBC</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Populating cues:** For every Twitter account in the trajectory (root, popularizers, friend), we populated the respective cue card based on their publicly available Twitter profile information and their publicly accessible Twitter activity as indicated in 2.

Upon the failure of any of the above criteria—e.g., chosen friend account follows the root tweeter—we selected the next choice that fits our criteria for personalizing the intervention.
4.3 Interview procedure

Each interview lasted about 60 minutes and involved one participant, one researcher to guide the discussion, and one researcher to take notes. We conducted the session online over Zoom and compensated the participants with $20 each towards an hour of their time.

In the first part of the interview, a participant shared their Twitter screen and walked us through their Twitter feeds. During this walkthrough, we encouraged them to talk about why they might or might not share any tweet that was in their feeds to understand how they thought if any information was worth sharing. We also asked them what all cues do they refer to when making such a decision.

In the second part, the researcher shared their screen and introduced them to the concept of cue cards (as illustrated in Figure 2) in four steps. In each step, we showed them one of the four sections and confirmed that their understanding of the information in the cue cards aligned with the intent of its design. We also encourage participants to think and share with us how the information in each of these cards might be useful if they were thinking about retweeting from the account whose cue card was shown.

Next, we showed them the tweet that they had retweeted in the past and that we chose to populate the cues in the personalized AMPS-based intervention. We asked them to (re)imagine the scenario in which they are considering...
retweeting the tweet and to describe in as much detail as possible how they decided to share that tweet when they first saw it. We note that some of the participants were not too certain if they had shared the tweet citing that retweeting is a snap decision.

Next, we showed them one of the trajectories of that tweet as illustrated in Figure 3 and asked them what the illustration means to them. We then showed them our designed AMPS-based trajectory (Figure 4) and asked them to talk aloud about how they might use (if at all) the information in the intervention to guide their decision-making. We offered them two more choices about the popularizers in the trajectory and discussed which of the popularizers they thought impacted the credibility of the tweet and their decision of retweeting it.

4.4 Data analysis
We conducted an interpretive, grounded analysis of the data that was collected through participant interviews in the RtD exercise. First, each researcher who conducted a participant interview transcribed that session. Another researcher and the lead researcher then went through that entire transcript separately to check for any corrections and to get familiar with the gathered data. Transcribed interviews were then atomized into cards which were then organized using an affinity-diagramming approach. Through the analysis, we identified and clustered the common themes as they emerged across our participants to discover how the intervention—comprising of the cues and the trajectory—supports users towards credibility assessment of a tweet. We iteratively refined these themes and recorded the insights using analytical memos. In section 5, we report on how contextual cues support participants in developing and/or refining their mental model about an account. In section 6, we then report insights about how the tweet trajectory complements these efforts towards making a quick-but-informed credibility judgment.

5 FINDINGS: HOW AMPS-BASED CONTEXTUAL CUES (CC) SUPPORT CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT
When assessing the credibility of a tweet in the present design of Twitter, participants often mentioned that they go to a Twitter account’s profile to check what and how they contribute to the online discourse. Upon being introduced to the cue cards designed after the AMPS framework, participants found the provided summary of an account’s behavior in the past four weeks to be effective towards the rapid nature of decision-making in the retweeting scenario.

“It adds to the heuristic of good information because you are giving me a snapshot of what they have done and how they did it, rather than me clicking on the guy’s profile, seeing the top section of the card and then scrolling legitimately through this person’s feed to see if they retweeted a lot, are they commenting a lot. This gives me a snapshot and shortens the amount of research that I have to do.” - P2

We now report how participants employed the different cues in the cards towards building and/or refining their mental model of the different accounts and made a credibility judgment.

5.1 CC1: Authenticity of an account
5.1.1 Profile description helps to infer the purpose of the account. When assessing the credibility of a tweet, participants often mentioned looking at an account’s profile information to get a signal about the user and to infer that account’s purpose. While Twitter offers this information—profile picture, profile name, profile handle, profile description, number of followers, number of following, common connections—only on-hover, the cue cards that we designed surface and highlight this profile information within the retweeting scenario. Participants found the higher salience of profile
description useful towards identifying the account’s purpose for being on Twitter—and anticipate what kind of content it might produce.

“I know that <NAME> works—I mean she says right there—for Governor <NAME> as their contractor. And so from that, I would surmise that she’s neck-deep in COVID-19 response stuff right now. I think I like her. I would imagine that her tweets are a combination of democratic political views.” - P6

In the example above, the participant used the profile-related information of an unfamiliar account to infer that account’s occupation. While in this case profile description added credibility to the tweet, in other instances, it discredited the tweet. For example, in the tweet below, the participant inferred that the account possibly wants to spread pro-life content and decided to not engage with it further.

“I cannot get past the account saying that murder is their business and then their profile picture! Makes me nervous that people like it. It looks like pro-life propaganda.” - P9

5.1.2 Profile description and account activity collectively facilitate a consistency signal to help infer account authenticity. Once participants set their expectations about the type of content to expect from an account, they used the activity distribution for deciding if that account’s behavior is true to its purpose as inferred by them. This search for consistency between account purpose and account activity helped participants ascertain whether an account is authentic, i.e., is the account what it claims to be. Higher perceived authenticity of an account implies more credibility [61] and might suggest lower chance of any compromised activity like manufacturing dissent. When doing a consistency check, participants associated different behaviors with different account purposes. For example, they associated replying relatively more (than tweeting) with regular users’ behavior on Twitter, but expected an influential account to generate more original tweets.

“If it is a politician, I would like to see that they have a lot of their own tweets. Or let us say if it were someone with a large platform, I would want to see they are spreading their word.” - P10

This search for consistency within a card to ascertain authentic behavior sometimes led to discovering unexpected activity, not only from unfamiliar accounts, but also from accounts that were in their following network. Given that participants had prior mental models of familiar accounts (unlike unfamiliar accounts), they switched their attention from is an account what it claims to be to is an account what I thought it to be. In a few instances, participants were surprised to see some of their friend’s activity when going through their friend’s cue card, e.g., in some cases, participants felt the activity of their friend—with whom they otherwise shared positive experiences—to be offensive. Such a discovery made them question the kind of faith they had in accounts with whom they shared strong ties on Twitter.

“I don’t know. It’s like all of sudden the nature of what they are talking about and doing is not very appealing. I might decide to not follow them anymore.” - P21

5.2 CC2: Online associations of an account

5.2.1 Hashtags used by an account can suggest shared values and interests. One of the signals that participants searched for when looking at a Twitter account was whether they had any common topic of interest with that account. The few hashtags displayed on cue cards were often enough to give participants some insight into the account’s interests. Having a common interest with an account indicated that they shared a similar understanding of that topic—e.g., “If they are tweeting Black Lives Matter, then I’d be like cool, we are at least clear on that and not debating it.” (P5)—or were involved in the same community—e.g., “She’s a Patriots fan too” (P21). Discovering a common interest through the
content produced by an account that participants saw in the cue cards was largely seen as a sign of relatability towards the unfamiliar account.

“I feel like she’s very relatable because she’s a mother, into traveling, and loves Disney. I am obsessed with Disney. She’s like promoting Marvel movie’s hashtags. We are very into Marvel in our house. So it’s just like I feel connected because we have a lot in common.” - P9

5.2.2 Retweets by an account and retweets of an account provide context into the broader community. Although participants used hashtags to get some sense of shared values and interests with another Twitter account as reported above, the extent to which this cue was useful to identify accounts that produce concerning content largely depended on the context in which the hashtag was used. For example, the inference about which community an account is active would entirely change based on whether that account used a political hashtag #President for expressing a sentiment of support or opposition towards the President. Participants found the information about Twitter accounts—who retweeted a certain hashtag and popularized its usage—useful to understand the context in which the hashtag is used and to identify the larger shared community around it, i.e., how the account is situated. In the example below, the participant used this information to judge if the accounts who retweeted that hashtag are from their community and if they approve of the context in which the hashtag was used.

“If you can recognize the person who retweeted a hashtag, then you can get a better sense of where this information comes from or who is the voice behind the hashtag. You will then have to decide if you are a part of the community or outside of it depending on that person, but it will still become a breadcrumb for me to think about ‘who is this Katie. I do not recognize her.’” - P4

It is important to note that while most participants found the cue useful to identify accounts that produce content that they disapprove, such a signal could cause concern by encouraging selective and ideologically aligned engagements (described more in Section 7.4.2). In addition to indicating who popularized a certain hashtag, cue cards also displayed how often and which Twitter accounts were retweeted. Participants found this information—about two Twitter accounts that received the maximum number of retweets by the cue card account—useful to get a sense of the broader community of that account. For example, in the tweet below, the participant witnessed that the Twitter account in the cue card retweeted President Trump multiple times thus amplifying him. Participant then used this information to assess that the account, that was otherwise unfamiliar to them, might be situated in the pro-Trump community and decided to not associate with the account.

“It could be helpful if I am looking into someone, and I don’t know what their deal is, and then I see that they retweeted the President five times. That will be an example where I will be like Oh God! Okay. Let us get out of here.” - P19

5.2.3 URLs embedded in tweets are useful to identify one’s information sources. The cue cards that we provided participants highlighted URLs embedded in tweets that the Twitter account in the cue card shared. Participants employed this direct access to the URLs for inferring where the information might be coming from to (infer how that account is situated and) question that account’s overall judgment. Unfortunately, this was only possible when participants recognized the URL. In cases of ambiguity about making a URL-based judgment, a participant wanted to dig deeper into the URLs themselves:
"If she has shared URLs from like Drudge Report or something, I might question her judgment a little bit. If she is doing WaPo and Drudge Report, it would raise a flag; I’d then want to see what exactly she shared from them.” - P6

5.3 CC3: Contentious behavior of an account

5.3.1 Excessive activity of one kind suggests questionable behavior. When glancing at the activity distribution of an account as illustrated by the pie chart in the cue cards, most of the participants shared a similar sentiment that a high amount of retweeting-activity signals unreasonable and potentially toxic behavior of amplifying content on the Twitter platform. For example,

"I think the distribution is the piece that matters more to me. This person is just a retweet machine without any care if the information might be coming from some kind of a nefarious product.” - P4

A few participants also related such retweeting behavior to “shouting in the void” (P19) or to not putting much care when sharing information on Twitter. At the same time, they also acknowledged how it will be odd to see that an account’s primary activity involves tweeting since a huge part of Twitter is to retweet others. As previously noted, a few participants found this cue about amplification only useful when considered together with an account’s purpose to be on Twitter. For example, this cue did not signal any concerns in case of an activist-like account with a relatively high number of retweets as it could indicate the activist’s passion to share useful information.

Participants also paid attention to the number of replies that the account has engaged with in the past four weeks. A majority of participants associated a higher number of replies or comments with the argumentative nature of that account. Upon witnessing the disproportionately higher number of replies than that of tweets, a participant expressed:

“It would give me some pause to see that they never tweeted but replied a lot. That indicates that this person may just like to troll bigger accounts or maybe get into arguments or something like that.” - P11

5.3.2 Too many retweets by recently created accounts suggest coordinated activity. Researchers have witnessed organized inauthentic activity [68, 76] on Twitter in which several questionable and often recently created accounts retweet a specific tweet from another account to amplify a tweet or an account that could be misleading or taken out of context. When inspecting the information about the distribution of accounts (by their age on Twitter)—who retweeted the account whose cue card was presented to them—participants were skeptical of an account that received too many retweets by newer accounts and found the information useful for inferring ‘bot-like’ or organized activity. Understanding how tweets that receive retweeting from bot-like accounts may be problematic is useful to suspect an attempt at manufacturing dissent.

“I didn’t realize before seeing this distribution chart that things like this can show if some tweets are misleading or that accounts might be trying to potentially mislead (by retweeting this account). Even if just as a warning, this will be useful to know if the account is engaging in good faith or are they just trying to pick up my time.” - P5

This was the only cue in the cue card that indicated the kind of activity others exhibit related to this account. Though we presented the distribution of accounts in a highly granular fashion (e.g. separating three-year-old accounts from five-year-old accounts), most participants found this cue to be equally meaningful and easier to comprehend if it simply made a distinction between newer suspicious accounts and older established accounts.
6 FINDINGS: HOW TWEET TRAJECTORY (TT) COMPLEMENTS CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT

The trajectory part of the intervention (Figure 4) consisted of three cue cards corresponding to the root of the tweet, the popularizer of the tweet, and the friend that may have liked and brought the tweet into the participant’s feed. When reflecting on these three accounts in the tweet trajectory—that was personalized for the participant based on their Twitter network—users primarily asked three unique questions of them. They used the profile-related information and the activity distribution in the cue cards to see if the root is a content creator. When it came to the popularizer, users focused more on the popularizer’s activity—i.e., use of hashtags, shared URLs in the tweet, etc.—to evaluate if the popularizer had the necessary expertise to weigh in on the original tweet; if not, users employed the same information to confirm the absence of any ill-agenda or the possibility of making a disreputable association. When it came to evaluating the friend cue card who brought the tweet in their feed, users mainly asked themselves if they could trust their online friend’s judgment. We now report how participants used the different cues in trajectory to gain insights about how information propagated to them, and how information could propagate to others if they were to share it.

6.1 TT1: Trust towards information spreaders

6.1.1 Unfamiliar/surprising activity invokes skepticism in the participant’s following network. Most participants indicated that their friend—i.e., the rightmost card in the trajectory—liking or retweeting content is similar to their “friend signing off on a piece of information”. When comparing the trajectory-based retweeting interface with the existing retweeting interface, some participants however started questioning the trust that they had in their friends. For example, one participant attributed it to the relatively unexpected large number of replies made by their friend as inferred from the frequency distribution of account’s activity in the cue card. Noticing either unfamiliar or unexpected activity in the trajectory made participants question their blind faith in their Twitter friend as expressed in the following quote:

“If I trust the people I follow and they trust the people they follow, then we are in this strange circle of Twitter trust that is too good to be true. But having some of these unknowns in here made me stop a little. Having someone in the middle of the trajectory actually took something away based on how much I initially trusted the information because my friend was kind of vetted.” - P2

The tendency to question accounts with whom participants shared strong ties—as also exhibited by the discovery of unexpected behavior inconsistent with their understanding of that friend account—was also affected by how the popularizer was connected with the friend account. When looking at the trajectory, participants thought about how the information reached from the source to the popularizer and, in particular, how it reached from the popularizer to their friend. They wanted to see the inter-personal relationship (e.g., do they follow each other) between the different accounts involved in the trajectory to better understand how the tweet traveled across different accounts:

“I think I will be curious as to how this reached my friend’s feed. I think what is like tripping me up about the middle popularizer card is that they seem like a random person. I wish I could tie their identity a little bit more concretely to someone that my friend follows or to someone who has a history of popularizing such tweets.” - P8

6.1.2 Expertise of early popularizers imparts confidence in the information. When talking about how tweet-trajectories might alter the perceived tweet’s credibility, participants often mentioned searching for expert voices in between the root tweeting the content and their friend liking it. Knowing that someone with expertise—whom they trust—shared the tweet early on in the trajectory positively impacted the participants’ decision to retweet the content (as opposed
to noticing any ill-intent or Propaganda). The example below demonstrates how the self-disclosed information about being an academic in the description could be useful to make a judgment about the account owner’s potential expertise.

“I don’t know these people but that the popularizer retweeted Matt Stolen rings a bell. The popularizer (based on profile information in the cue card) seems to be an academic, faculty at a renowned University, runs the lab for social media so presumably a social scientist. Then his shared hashtags, shared URLs from academic websites like cambridge.org also give me more confidence in the tweet.” - P15

In addition to the profile description, the participant also used the additional information in the cue cards to support their judgment about the account’s expertise. For accounts where it was not possible to infer their expertise based on self-disclosure, participants searched for any topical match across the account’s activity in the cue card and the topic of the tweet. They associated a sense of expertise with accounts that shared information about a topic in which they had some prior experience and trusted them relatively more. For example, when it comes to information about medicine, a participant expressed how prior experience with the topic and history of sharing content about it might serve as a signal of credibility.

“I see they are an MD. It makes me respect them when they tweet about medicine and public health. If it was someone else, I would be looking for their credentials in that space. If not, MD is not essential for sharing information on medicine, but have they written extensively about it? E.g. good journalists writing many evidence-based stories about it. If it was anyone saying 'drink bleach, it will cure you' is not the same as a Doctor saying it.” - P6

6.2 TT2: Consequences of sharing information

Trajectories made participants wary of how their retweeting could help the information propagate further. By witnessing potentially disreputable accounts in between the root tweeter and their friend, participants sometimes grew hesitant to share the information—not because of the information itself but—because they did not want to get involved with the accounts who shared that information. Exposing potentially disreputable popularizers (inferred using hashtags they used and domains/accounts they shared) assisted users to avoid associating with them mostly from the perspective of preserving one’s online impression. In the example below, one of our participants suggested The Lincoln Project to be one such account on Twitter.

“I would probably be less likely to retweet if it was an opinion from an outlier of a source and I agree with it. I might like it, but I’m less likely to retweet it. And depending on this (popularizer-related) information, I might not even like it. The Lincoln Project is a really good example. I love what they are doing and I fully support their Republican-led revolt against the President. But I am not going to like or engage in it because at the same time I want to support the organizations that have been calling it out. So the Lincoln project is great for my dad, but it’s not something I’m going to get involved in.” - P6

The Lincoln Project foundation was founded in late 2019 by some of the incumbent Republicans as a part of their efforts to oppose the reelection of Donald Trump (the acting President then). However, their potential links to the pre-Trump GOP and adoption of questionable strategies for promoting the project was controversial among both the political camps. Given its controversial nature, the participant—despite supporting the larger message—wished to maintain distance from the account for impression management. A few participants with relatively high-media literacy in the study were wary that such an intervention would expose their role in propagating the information to
others and hence wanted to avoid such an association through retweeting. Researchers have witnessed this tendency of engaging with information selectively to manage one’s reputation in the context of correcting their online behavior [3]. This example suggests how trajectories can be particularly useful in ambiguous instances of whether to engage with information that one sees online, or not.

Participants also attributed some of their past decisions about deleting their retweet (of another tweet) partly to the information itself and partly to their unwillingness to be associated with the account that shared the tweet. When discussing their past negative experiences about retweeting on Twitter, participants often mentioned the need to only associate with accounts that represented them well. A participant mentioned an incident where they deleted a tweet because they no longer wished to endorse the account that had originally posted it.

“There was a time when someone posted a tweet that was critical of covid precautions when football season was starting given that the players get tested every day. I don’t know if they were being sarcastic and I could not tell. But I retweeted it thinking that it was criticizing it from the perspective that it was dangerous and irresponsible to start football. Later I realized it was someone who was anti-science. I immediately deleted it as I didn’t want to endorse the person.” - P19

7 DISCUSSION
Information that we come across online in everyday life can be highly contextual [27]. For discerning problematic content from good information, it is important to identify and understand the context in which information is posted online. For understanding the context around information, we need to be informed about its provenance (i.e., who started it) and its spread (i.e., who shared it). While identifying the provenance of information can be tricky, social media platforms could do more to help users realize how different intentions of those who share information might shape the larger context around it and compromise its credibility. We address this missed opportunity through this research and introduce the ‘AMPS’ based intervention consisting of contextual cues and tweet trajectory. The intervention provided users information that—though publicly available on Twitter—users had to seek out and synthesize which is not feasible within the current design of retweeting feature. We now discuss the findings (summarized in Table 4) how the proposed intervention is effective for helping users reflect on their friends and their tweeting habits, thus making them more careful about what they share online.

7.1 AMPS-based cues help assess overall credibility of an account
The first part of the intervention involved contextual cues that signal four inappropriate behaviors about an account: amplify, manufacture, produce, and situate in the vicinity of problematic accounts. Using research through design as our method, we discovered that our contextual cues helped support users in assessing credibility in three ways. First, our design helped them assess account authenticity. Although amplifying by means of excessive retweeting was largely looked down upon, the extent of it being problematic depended on the inferred purpose of that account. Knowing the purpose of an account helped participants better anticipate the kind of content that account might produce or choose to amplify. For example, based on account description and activity, P7 inferred the account to belong to someone who “works in the news’ and decided to trust the information they shared. A mismatch between the potential purpose as inferred by users and the content posted by that account could signal inauthenticity—making users more critical about the account and its content.
Our contextual cues also helped users assess the online associations of an account. Participants perceived hashtags to be useful for witnessing any problematic content an account produces provided the context in which these hashtags were used was clear. By considering such created content together with the accounts whom they retweeted and URLs which they shared, users were able to assess online associations of that account and realize what kind of community that account is situated in and/or the kind of content it might amplify. Users could then employ these judgments to evaluate the information shared by the actors in the context of their information neighborhood [31, 52]. For example, P2 discredited information from an account since they suspected the account “to have some propaganda” based on the activity-related cues and whom they have actively retweeted in the recent past.

In addition, our contextual cues helped identify contentious behavior. The relative distribution of an account’s activity, i.e., how much it tweets vs replies etc. as seen in the cue cards was useful to infer any toxic behaviors of an account. Participants were also quick to realize that retweets from recently created Twitter accounts could also contribute to that account’s contentious behavior. Such a concern combined with any previous suspicion based on account’s inauthenticity hinted at possible participation in organized behavior to manufacture dissent. The AMPS-based contextual cues thus enabled users to assess the credibility of an account by employing context—not readily available on Twitter—that was offered by the cue cards.

### Table 4.

AMPS-based contextual cues help users to assess information credibility based on account’s authenticity, online associations, and contentious behavior. **Trajectories** help users to assess if they should trust the propagators of information and should it be shared further.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>Cause of concern</th>
<th>Example scenarios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC1: Authenticity of an account (5.1)</td>
<td>Questionable purpose, Inconsistent participation</td>
<td>Self-described or user-inferred propaganda account, Journalist account with no original tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC2: Online associations of an account (5.2)</td>
<td>Lack of shared interests, Unfavorable connections, Uncredible media sources</td>
<td>Hashtags used in a disagreeable context, Retweeting highly polarizing accounts, Sharing media from toxic sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC3: Contentious behavior of an account (5.3)</td>
<td>High #retweets/#replies, Getting retweeted by new accounts</td>
<td>Excessive replying suggesting argumentative behavior, Getting most of retweets from accounts that are one month old or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT1: Trust towards info-spreaders (6.1)</td>
<td>Unfamiliarity in one’s network, Lack of expert popularizers</td>
<td>Surprising political stance of a high-school friend, Movies-related account spreading vaccine content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT2: Consequences of sharing (6.2)</td>
<td>Potentially create problematic association</td>
<td>Retweeting creates new cues (online activity) that are not representative of account’s history and/or purpose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2 Trajectory helps assess credibility of information as it propagates through a network

Users employed the trajectory part of the intervention to aid their judgments based on the cue cards as reported in Section 6. First, the trajectory made users evaluate their trust—an important factor for credibility assessment [51, 80]—not only towards an account but towards the larger network of information spreaders. Upon discovering surprising elements about their friend—e.g., discovering that their friend has changed their political interests over time (P12)—users
grew skeptical of why their friend shared the content from the popularizer and if they did any due diligence prior to sharing. This sudden sense of unfamiliarity towards their friend made users question their knowledge-based trust in their own network. Knowledge-based trust deals with the ability of the person to predict a person’s behavior based on their past experiences. The easy access to background actors who spread information afforded users an opportunity to notice the absence, if any, of expert popularizers and also that of any social or organizational structures that can bring institutional credibility when assessing the quality of information. Thus, the trajectory impacted knowledge-based and institutional trust [16, 37] in a way that is not facilitated by the present design of Twitter.

At times, trajectories surfaced tension as users found information that they supported to be circulated by actors with whom they did not want to associate. When considering the consequence of sharing this information, users evaluated the cost of such a problematic association and sometimes decided against it. Thus, trajectories also impacted calculative trust that is based on rewards and penalties [37].

The present design of social media—as Hancock describes [40]—is based on providing content produced by one’s online network thereby increasing trust amongst different connected actors, i.e., one’s following on Twitter; this in turn reduces the institutional trust in organizations like government, academia, scientific groups, etc [63]. In other words, users tend to trust low quality content shared by their trusted friend more than high quality content shared by distant friend [81]. We believe that by resurfacing the role of institutional trust obscured by the current design of social media, and having users re-evaluate their knowledge-based trust in their network, the proposed intervention can be useful to question one’s trust towards information spreaders and thus curtail the spread of misinformation.

7.3 Using AMPS-based cues and trajectory beyond Twitter

Although we situated this study in the context of Twitter platform, the findings and implications of this research are relevant to several online media platforms. The merit of any information on such platforms is not merely a property of the content itself, but that of a network of online actors in which the information spreads. By making all the actors who participate in sharing content (using trajectory) and the context in which they engage with that content (using AMPS-cues) salient, the proposed intervention or its variations can enable users to assess information not merely based on the content but also based on the larger ecosystem that promotes it. In crucial times when these ecosystems rapidly evolve through organized and coordinated efforts with an ill-intent, such transparency into information spread can help users think through the implications of sharing content in ways that are not permitted by current platform designs.

Information operations that can be seen on online platforms are known to be highly networked [56]. However, techniques to deal with misinformation—e.g., content moderation—do not benefit equally from such networked-ness [22]. In addition, false stories are known to spread about six times faster than true stories [86]. By communicating networkedness of information to more users, trajectory-based interventions could facilitate effective decision-making and curtail the rate at which misinformation spreads.

This study demonstrates our interventions can effectively communicate how information spreads online and thereby help communicate information credibility as property a larger network of evolving accounts. By communicating the machinations of information propagation to everyday users, such a mechanism can help platforms to promote information literacy that is much needed for engaging with online content responsibly.

7.4 Design implications to encourage responsible information sharing

7.4.1 Provide cues that signal account’s evolving behavior. The findings of the study made it clear that social media platforms need cues that reflect the real nature of an account’s everyday activity so the account cannot easily lie (e.g.,
in their profile description) without inviting scrutiny from other users. Our proposed intervention could help users identify several causes of concern when it came to sharing information enlisted in Table 4 and made them question if the information shared by that account is trustworthy. While the intervention used in the study was modeled after the AMPS-framework, these cues and their refined variations can make users reflective about their online sharing practices and help tackle problematic accounts.

Though we designed and studied the proposed intervention specifically for the retweeting scenario, the AMPS framework could be used more generally to help practitioners and researchers for devising a variety of cues for a wide range of decision making based on the background, history, and context of an account’s activity, e.g., when deciding to follow/unfollow or friend/unfriend an account, deleting any past engagements with an account, etc. As platforms evolve, such a framework can promote the design of need-based contextual cues that help platforms to expose and (support user’s agency to) counter sophisticated mechanisms of promoting problematic content.

7.4.2 Facilitate an easy access to online information trajectory. While approaches to help users investigate information propagation are effective [30], platforms need to incorporate them in user-friendly ways within everyday scenarios of use, e.g., retweeting on Twitter, forwarding on Whatsapp, sharing on Facebook etc. that need quick decision-making. One of the ways we realized this in our intervention was to only include three accounts: the root, a popularizer, and a friend. The design of trajectory that we studied led participants to assess their confidence in the propagating accounts and consequences of sharing that information further. We believe that different design choices—e.g., implementing the trajectory concept like an information accordion that gives on demand access to more accounts involved in the propagation—will lead to the discovery of more unique insights facilitated by information trajectories.

There is a reason to worry that providing access to such accounts and their activity might cause partisan sorting and increase online polarization [83]. We believe this might be compensated by accommodating instances where ideologically similar or familiar users share information with a diverse or dissenting perspective into the concept of trajectories. For example, including popularizers that used the quote-tweeting mechanism (on Twitter) or influencers that shared posts with a caption (on Instagram) to add an interesting but contradicting perspective. Participants from our study indicated that such accommodations within the design of trajectory might make them consider alternate perspectives.

7.4.3 Provide cues that vary as per the actor’s role in information trajectory. We found that participants asked different questions when reflecting upon the different accounts involved in the trajectory. The need for unique credibility signals based on an account’s role in dissipating an online post needs to translate into different informational cues that a platform offers its users. For example, providing cues about an account’s expertise—especially for an account that is outside of one’s curated network—only when that account plays a major role in spreading information. For within-network accounts, platforms can provide relationship-based signals, e.g., pop-up messages that question if they trust the user account, remind them that they recently followed/befriended the account from whom they are about to share content, etc. While more information on platforms will certainly add to the cognitive burden of processing it, providing relevant information in such a selective manner can assist online platforms to promote healthy discourse without limiting the user experience.

7.4.4 Highlight expert voices and institutions that popularize content. There is an urgent need for online platforms to focus on efforts that clearly signal what accounts brought attention to online content, i.e., popularize it. Following Hancock’s suggestion [40, 63], such efforts will reduce distributed trust and help platforms refocus on institutional
trust by bringing user attention to the involvement (or its absence) of institutions like academia, medical authorities, etc. in popularizing information. For example, Twitter in 2020 took upon an initiative to verify the accounts of several medical professionals for identifying accurate COVID-related information [32].

### 7.4.5 Communicate information spread to users of variable information literacy

The information spread on social media is known to be networked. Though power users of these platforms (e.g., P4, P11) were aware of such networked-ness and its potential implications, more average users of these platforms could struggle to infer even the most basic signals by themselves. This limitation mandates platforms to devise ways in which they can communicate how information spreads to individuals that suit variable online information literacy, differing cognitive abilities to analyze and reflect upon information, and the often small attention span of decision making followed by users of the platform.

### 7.5 Limitations and Future Work

We designed our intervention to support the principles of the AMPS framework. Given the limitations of Twitter API, we could only access the 100 most recent retweets. As a result, we cannot say with certainty if the popularizer, whom we showed in the intervention, is a true popularizer for that tweet. Another limitation of the intervention is that we cannot confirm how or why a popularizer saw the tweet; it could be because they follow the root tweeter, or because it was promoted, or because one of their following accounts brought their attention to it. Similarly, we cannot confirm how and why the participant saw the tweet. Though the proposed intervention is not an accurate representation, it provides an approximation of how the tweet might have come across in the participant’s feed. By ensuring a better connectivity of actors in the trajectory, there is an opportunity to investigate how knowledge about the nature of relationship/connection between two adjacent actors in the trajectory can impact content credibility.

We suspect that our findings might be impacted by some participant selection bias. Though we tried our best to recruit diverse participants in their life experiences and political ideologies, their willingness to participate in such a study can indicate their tendency to be critical about misinformation in general. We believe that users with a higher media literacy will potentially benefit more from such an intervention than those with a lower media literacy. Though reflective cues can be effective to promote critical thinking and discern hidden machinations of information online, automatically derived heuristic cues impose cognitive load on users when it comes to decision making [12]. To benefit from this realization, the current contextual cues can guide the future design of easy-to-use signals. For example, rather than showing the entire distribution of tweets, retweets, quote tweets and comments, use a simplified icon that conveys a relatively higher proportion of retweeting.

Our proposed choice—including the design of the intervention and the selected cues in it—is one of the many ways of designing such an intervention. It is possible that by changing the design of the intervention (colors of the cue card, the format of presenting the information, etc.) and offering different cues in the card might surface insights that diverge a little from the presented findings. We note that such a variation does not compromise the validity of the findings but is reflective of the research through design method [34] adopted in this research.
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